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ABSTRACT
In recent decades many artefacts related to ancient Hindu
belief have been discovered in southern Vietnam; in addi-
tion to those unearthed from other sites in Southeast Asia.
These artefacts have been found at various types of ar-
chaeological site and clearly played different functions in
the religious beliefs and daily lives of the people. This
essay will make a comparative analysis of the Vietnamese
archaeological resource within the broader regional con-
text in order to better understand the history of the pene-
tration of Hinduism into Southeast Asia. The following
subjects will be addressed: typical sites that exposed evi-
dence of Hindu rites and practices, characteristics of ar-
tefacts that represent the propagation and extension of
Hindu belief and practices in southern Vietnam, the role
of maritime trading networks in the propagation of Hindu
beliefs and the formation of the first state in southern Vi-
etnam during the early 1st millennium AD.

INTRODUCTION
The study of ancient Hinduism in Southeast Asia, as with
Buddhism, has traditionally been art historically and ar-
chitecturally focused (e.g. Dupont 1941; 1955; Krairish
1980). It is noteworthy that most of the works on Hindu
art are based on sculptures and inscriptions dating from
the mid-1stmillennium AD, with the earliest evidence of
Viṣṇu images found from the so-called coastal city-states
and therefore considered as playing a major role in state
formation processes during the 5thto 7thcenturies(e.g.
Manguin 2004; Lavy2014).While artefacts related to the
Indian Buddhist world have been identified from several
early archaeological sites, Hindu symbols are scarcely
referred to in some research works (Glover and Bellina
2011; Le 2005, 2006a). Manguin (2010), in his discussion
of pan-regional responses to South Asian inputs in early
Southeast Asia, assumed that art historians have long
been aware that early Southeast Asian cultures shared a
common vocabulary of style in representing divinities.
This was not a sudden imposition of Indian culture from
the 3rd century AD but the result of a long period during
which people travelled back and forth in the broad cultur-
al interaction sphere. Questions on the coexistence or ri-

valry of Buddhism and Hinduism, and the role of Viṣṇu
and ‘Siva in the political scene of the early Southeast
Asian state have also been discussed (Lavy 2003, Guy
2014: 8-9). Himanshu Prabha Ray (2014: 136) recently
went further to emphasize the plurality, diversity and co-
existence of numerous religious traditions at the begin-
ning of the 1st millennium AD by analyzing inscriptions,
sculptures and archaeological data from pre-modern Thai-
land and India. Lavy (2014: 170) recognized that the fully
developed mitred Viṣṇu tradition of the late 6th - early 7th

centuries AD was a localized and largely “internal”
Southeast Asian innovation. In my previous work I have
noted Hindu arts and symbols from both temple architec-
tural and other archaeological contexts in southern Vi-
etnam (Le 2002, 2005; Le and Witzel 2008). The tenden-
cy towards localization can be observed even from the
tiny religious emblems from earlier periods (Le 2011a).
However, we can still see only a blurred picture of re-
gional non-élite religious practices.

During the time period concerned (c. 1st century BC to
c. 8th century AD), archaeological data, including those
related to religious emblems, have been found from sites
that played important roles as entrepôts, coastal settle-
ments and burial-grounds in Southeast Asia. This indi-
cates that Hindu and other beliefs penetrated southern
Vietnam and other parts of Southeast Asia via trading
networks, mainly sea routes. From the first half of the 1st

millennium AD, several sites developed as political and
religious centers, which contributed greatly to the for-
mation of early states in Southeast Asia. In southern Vi-
etnam, in addition to large number of archaeological sites
and artefacts found by French scholars, evidence of the
so-called Oc Eo culture were unearthed in abundance
from the late 19th century (Malleret 1959; 1963; Le et. al.
1995; Manguin 2002; 2009; Vo 2003). The available ar-
chaeological data support the argument that southern Vi-
etnam was an important part of Funan (2nd – 7th c. AD, see
Pelliot 1903; Miksic 2003). Various artefact classes are
useful sources for studying the social life of local people,
including their religious practices. Recently, the excava-
tion of archaeological sites datable to the pre-Oc Eo peri-
od also brought to light data on the beliefs of the local
people during the last centuries BC (Tran et. al. 1999;
Tran, Lai 2007).
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Figure 1: Map of Hindu site and artefact distribution. Main sites
referred to in the text: 1-Cat Tien (Lam Dong); 2 – Chot Mat; 3-
Go Mieu; 4- Co Lam tu; 5- Binh Thanh (Tay Ninh); 6- Go Cao

Su (Long An); 7- Go Thap (Dong Thap); 8- Go Thanh (Tien
Giang); 9- Giong Lon (Ba Ria-Vung Tau); 10- Da Noi (An
Giang); 11- Giong Noi (Ben Tre); 12- Oc Eo-Ba The (An

Giang); 13- Nen Chua (Kien Giang); 14 – Nhon Thanh (Can
Tho); 15- Ke Mot (Kien Giang).

In Funan’s broader context, research on the early his-
tory of Cambodia and other Southeast Asian regions also
provide data on religious practices, Hinduism in particu-
lar. In the same context of the lower Mekong river delta
of southern Cambodia, in addition to various works on
pre-Angkorian art and history, new archaeological dis-
coveries shed new light on the deep roots of socio politi-
cal complexity in mainland Southeast Asia. Particularly
valuable data has been unearthed by members of the
Lower Mekong Archaeological Project at Angkor Borei, a
site that has been associated with Funan and its capital
(Stark 1998, 2001, 2003, 2004, 2006; Stark et. al. 2006).
In this regard, this paper will attempt to survey archaeo-
logical sources on the cultural interaction and religious
life of people in this area.

DISCOVERY OF SITES AND ARTEFACTS RELATED
TO HINDU BELIEF
From Chinese literature it is well-known that both Hindu
and Buddhist beliefs were practiced by the people of Fu-
nan (Pelliot 1903). In 1819, Trinh Hoai Duc was the first
Vietnamese who wrote on the discovery of gold plaques
incised with images of monsters riding on elephants
among the bricks and tiles in the Gia Dinh area (present
Ho Chi Minh city) (Trịnh 1998: 32). By the end of the
19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, a large
number of artefacts and sites had been found by French

scholars. It is noteworthy that most of these artefacts were
found by chance and that some sculptures were moved
from their original places. Although traces of many brick
structures were noted, the French could excavate only the
Oc Eo site (Malleret 1959).

Since 1975, archaeological explorations and excava-
tions in southern Vietnam have brought to light larger
numbers of artefacts and sites, including those found with
preserved contexts. They provide information on the de-
velopment of Hinduism in the area. Typical sites that ex-
posed evidence of Hindu belief are examined of three
main types: temple architectural complexes, grave sites
and settlement sites (Figure 1).

Temple architectural complexes
The most important and clearly identified site is the Cat
Tien temple complex (Lam Dong province). The architec-
tural style corresponds to a long time bracket, from the
end of the 6th century to the 9th century (Le 2006: 248-
255; Nguyen 2002). From evidence of inscription and art,
the dates of some architectural remains are identified from
the late 7th to late 8th centuries AD. The rich consecrated
deposits found from the foundation of these temples also
indicate that the Garbhanyāsa ceremony for the construc-
tion of a Hindu temple was practiced following the Hindu
custom (Ślączka 2007: 176-78). However, it was modi-
fied greatly from case to case in the same complex. In
temple 1a, the largest (Figure 2), many artefacts were
unearthed in the central hollow brick shaft, including 166
gold artefacts, 4 gold liṅgas, a silver egg-like vase con-
taining a bronze liṅga plated with silver, 1 piece of tin, 6
fragments of color stones (Le 2006: 49). 25 pieces among
the gold plagues were inscribed with images of the main
gods and goddesses of Hindu pantheon, such as ‘Siva as
Mahe’svara, ‘Siva with Pārvatī and Bhū, Viṣṇu on Garu-
da, Brahmā on lotus base, Sūrya on the cart driving by the
horse, Kubera, Lakṣmī, and the Aṣṭa-Dikpāla etc. 37 oth-
ers were inscribed, mainly with prayers and the name of
the donor.

Figure 2: Temple 1A, Cat Tien site

In architectural remain of temple 6B, of 20 gold
plaque fragments found from the central brick shaft under
the foundation, 10 are inscribed with the names of the
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Dikpala, Brahmā and the Vedi the sacrificial altar (Wit-
zel& Le 2007; Le 2011a).

The discovery of Cat Tien site thus reconfirms the
opinion that many architectural remains unearthed in the
lower delta of the Mekong River functioned as temples
rather than the graves (Le 2005; 2006a: 148-154; Ślączka
2011). Rich consecrated deposits were also found in the
central hollowed brick shafts of seven architectural re-
mains at Da Noi site (An Giang province), including the
gold plaques inscribed with the symbols of Hindu gods,
images of Viṣṇu, the worshipers and inscriptions. In case
of architectural remain 85.DN.M2, the gold plaques were
scattering around two bronze bowls containing a gold
liṅga-yoni. A precious stone was also found (Le et. al.
1995: 232-241). Several temple architectural remains
were identified at the Go Thap site complex (Dong Thap
province) but the central part of their foundation was
looted (Le et. al. 1995: 180-186). In the so called Grave
Mound, architectural remains were found and identified
by the excavators as graves (Dao 1995; Le et. al. 1995:
243-250). The analysis of the artefacts found from the
central hollow brick shafts of the foundations make it
possible to identify some of them as remains of the Hindu
temples, which were built at different times in the first
half of the 1st millennium AD (Le 2005a: 150-152) (Fig-
ure 3).

Figure 3: Central brick structure of temple foundation GT93-
M1, Go Thap (Drawing by Bui Xuan Long)

Several architectural remains from Nen Chua and Ke
Mot sites (Kien Giang province), Go Thanh site (Tien
Giang province) were built for the same function (Le
2006a: 152-156). In addition, a large number of sculptures
and fragments of Viṣṇu images, ‘Sivaliṅga, liṅga-yoni,
yonis, natural stones (except the tiny liṅgas), images of
other Hindu gods and goddesses are unearthed from hun-
dreds of sites in southern Vietnam. They indicate that
Hindu practice was in vogue and several types of temples
could have been built from the 1st c.AD and spreading in
the region during the heyday of Oc Eo culture (5th-6th cen-
turies AD). Temples continued to be built at some sites in
later periods (Le 2006a: 186, Table 2.2, 2.3).

Grave sites
It is difficult to identify clear evidence of Hindu funeral
ceremonies in archaeological sites. Many brick and gran-
ite structures have been identified as cremated burial. This
type of site has a central brick block having a square hol-
low filled with sand and other objects, such as gold
plaques, precious stones or beads. Several sites containing
rich assemblages of artefacts have been identified as tem-
ple architecture, as discussed above. There are other sites
which have similar structure in Oc Eo city (such as the so
called graves OE83.A1, OE83.A3, OE83.A3’,
OE83.GD1). However, due to the lack of clear indicators,
their function is unknown. Some researcher suggest that
they could have been the grave or sepulcher of the elite
(Le et. al. 1995: 227-229; 269-270; Le 2006a: 155).The
first cremated jar burial was unearthed from Linh Son 1
site on the slope of mount Ba The. The excavations dur-
ing 2001-2003 at the Minh Su mound settlement cum
burial site (Go Thap) provides rich evidence of at least 24
burials and traces of several others. Go Thap site thus
provides the most interesting information on the custom
of burial ceremony of those who were common ordinary
people. Three types of burial practices are unearthed from
this site, including inhumations, cremations and incom-
pletely cremated burials (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Cremated burial jar 01GT.M1, Minh Su Mount, Go
Thap
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It is hard to say that all the burials followed the Hindu
funeral ceremony, based on varieties of the graves and
grave goods. However, several typical artefacts of pottery
(simple clay liṅga, fragments of kudika and kendi) and
pebbles (in the form of simple liṅga and beans) seem to
indicate the rites related to ‘Sivaist belief and probably
the belief in fertility goddess (Le 2006b). Details of the
grave goods will be discussed later.

Settlement sites
Unlike the temple sites in central and southern Vietnam,
settlement assemblages are not very varied. They are
mainly building materials, architectural decorations,
sculptures and some types of ceramic, pottery and stone
(vases, bowls, small lamps, kendi, kudika, grinding
stones), which could be used for rituals. Archaeological
evidence found so far from settlement sites is not clear
enough to reconstruct Hindu daily ritual, as can be ob-
served nowadays among Indian communities. On the oth-
er hand, the process of localization could make Hindu
rites change greatly. In that sense, the small artefacts un-
earthed from settlement context are the subject of our
focus. From several sites dated to the first half of the
1stmillennium AD, simple forms of liṅga have been un-
earthed, such as those from Go Cao Su, Nhon Thanh, nat-
uralistic form of terracotta liṅgas found from Oc Eo,
Giong Noi and the ‘Sivaliṅga made of tortoise shell and
potsherds found in Go Thap (Figures 5-7). In addition,
trident images incised on tortoise shell and a large number
of small pebbles found in the cultural layers in the Go
Thap and Nhon Thanh sites suggests that Hindu ceremo-
nies were popularly practiced (Le and Pham 2003; Le
2006a: H. 95-98; 2006b; Tran et. al.1999; Tran, Lai
2007).

Figure 5: Stone linga in natural form, Nhon Thanh site (Draw-
ing by Nguyen Dang Cuong).

Figure 6: Terracotta linga in simple form, Oc Eo site.

Figure 7: Tortoise shell linga in simple form, Go Thap site.

Workshop sites
Evidence of workshops for the manufacture of Hindu
sculptures and ornaments has been exposed at several
sites, including Oc Eo, Nhon Thanh and Go Thap. In ad-
dition to a large number of imported golden artefacts
found from Oc Eo, the stone molds with Hindu symbols
and emblems from Oc Eo and other sites indicate that a
large quantity of metal ornaments (mainly lead and tin
alloy) bearing Hindu symbols were produced for the pop-
ulace (Le 2011b). A number of finished and incomplete
sculptures found from Go Thap site proves that it was a
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center for the production of both Hindu and Buddhist
sculptures (Le, Nguyen 2010) (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Unfinished sculpture, stone, Go Thap site.

HINDU BELIEFS AS REVEALED BY THE
ARTEFACTS
Hindu beliefs were represented by several types of ar-
chaeological artefact. In addition to the most easily dis-
tinguishable images of gods and goddesses, tiny objects,
such as miniature ornaments, pottery, temple offerings,
grave goods and decorated motifs on all types of artefacts
reflect various aspects of religious practices of the people.

Sculptures and the representation of the supreme gods
Sculptures are the most obvious evidence of Hindu belief
and scales of patronage. Southern Vietnam shares several
images from the common repertory of sculptures of main-
land Southeast Asia (Thailand and Cambodia in particu-
lar) for Hindu gods and goddesses during the so called
pre-Angkorian period (Guy 2014; Felten and Lerner
1988). However, the lack of uniformity and variable artis-
tic quality of sculpture found from southern Vietnam dur-
ing the 1st millennium AD is noteworthy (Le 2014). Im-
ages of several gods are found from many sites that are, in
some cases, closely related to temple remains. Liṅga and
liṅga-yoni are found in largest number, following by
number of Viṣṇu images. Other identifiable Hindu gods
and goddesses include Gane’sa, Sūrya, Brahmā, Hari-
hara, Laksmī, and Mahisāsumardinī (Malleret 1959: 409-
10, Pl. LXXXVIIA; Le 2006a: 209, Table 2.7). An ac-

count of art style and chronology will be presented to
understand the role of these gods in society from time to
time.

Images of Sūrya and Brahmā are rarely found and date
mainly from the 5th century to the end of the 7th century.
The Sūrya image from Thap Muoi wears a type of
sampot, which similar to that of Kompong Cham Sūrya.
While retaining some elements of north Indian prototype,
this type of garment could have been modified greatly
(Felten and Lerner 1988: 168-69, Pl.3). The rounded and
child-like features of the face make the Thap Muoi image
more natural than and not as stiff as that of the Kompong
Cham image. Details of the hair, mitre and halo suggest
that he could be the predecessor or produced in the same
period as the products of Phnom Da A style (Le 2006a:
102-103).

The role played by Viṣṇuism in Southeast Asian trad-
ing networks has been discussed elsewhere, based on the
discovery of large number of Viṣṇu image, particularly in
the early coastal states (Dalsheimer and Manguin 1998).
Paul Lavy (2003: 21-22) otherwise argues that the popu-
larity of Viṣṇu and other Brahmanic deities was linked to
patterns of political authority and that the Southeast Asian
ruling elite, whether kings or chiefs, utilized images of the
gods with these considerations in mind. He counts that
‘Siva is only encountered on the right half of Harihara,
who probably appeared for the first time in Southeast
Asia during the 7th century (ibid, 26-27). Evidence from
southern Vietnam may add more information to these
discussions. In addition to political and trading network
contexts, the developmental trend of Hinduism in India
intermingled with local traditions that contributed con-
stant influences on religious practices and the appearance
of gods and goddesses in local communities from the first
half of the 1st millennium AD. This argument is not only
based on the large sized sculptures and temple architec-
tures but also in the context of discoveries of other arte-
facts.

Among the 45 sculpture and bas-reliefs of Viṣṇu im-
ages found so far from southern Vietnam, the earliest ones
are from Nhon Thanh site (Can Tho province). They are
very small in size, not higher than 30cm in completed
form. Iconographical features of the child-like face and
details of the drapery indicate that they were imitated
from several features of Mathura Gupta art of the
5thcentury. One unfinished sculpture among this group
shows that they were local products. Stylistically, the imi-
tation of Indian original styles was preserved on some
features and the creation of indigenous art forms can be
realized more clearly (Le 2006a: 65-79, Ills 49-50; Guy
2014: Fig. 91). The common iconographical feature of
Viṣṇu in standing posture, with four hands holding the
symbols of chakra, sankha, danda and a small ball - a
representation of the Earth Goddess was the typical crea-
tion of Southeast Asian people, developed in southern
Vietnam from the 5thcentury (Figure 9).

Some Viṣṇu images produced in the late 5th to 6th - 7th

centuries are found further inland, from Go Mieu and
PhuocLuu sites in Tay Ninh province. At Go Mieu site,
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the foundation of a small brick temple (5x5 m) was also
found. Viṣṇu images dated to the late 6th – late 7th centu-
ries were also unearthed from temple architectural con-
texts, such as those from Go Thap, Go Thanh and Binh
Thanh. They are larger in size in comparison to the earlier
period, generally from about 1 to 1.48 m. The Binh Hoa
Viṣṇu image unearthed from Dong Nai river in Bien Hoa
city is even up to 1.6m in height (Le 2006a: H.171). Thus
images of Viṣṇu and other gods and goddesses might
have been worshiped in their own temple in a religious
complex of each geographical region during the mature
phase of the Oc Eo culture (5th-7th centuries AD). Several
iconographic features of Viṣṇu can be also observed in
the images of Gaṇe’sa and Mahiṣāsuramardinī, with two
raised hands holding the chakra and the sankha. These
features, along with the absence of images of other gods
and goddesses from the late 7th – 8th centuries indicate a
tendency to combine the function and power of Viṣṇu
with other gods and goddesses, and to emphasize their
power to protect the world.

Figure 9: Viṣṇu, stone, 5thcentury, Nhon Thanh site.

The location and role of ‘Siva temples in early South-
east Asia are still questioned. From the evidence of in-
scriptions and a number of unearthed Viṣṇu images, there
has been discussion on the earliest Indian influence relat-
ed to the worship of Viṣṇu and his various avatars
(Dalsheimer & Manguin 1998; Lavy 2003: 23; 2014).
This is probably further supported by the small artefacts

found from temple consecrated deposits in southern Vi-
etnam, from Go Thap site particularly. However, one
should not ignore the worship of ‘Siva and his emblems.
It is necessary to look closer to the development of icono-
graphy of ‘Siva god in southern Vietnam.

In addition to one probably Ardhanārī’svara image,
‘Siva in half man-half woman form, and one ‘Siva image
(Malleret 1959: 409-410; Pl. LXXXVIIa), two heads of
Harihara were found from Oc Eo- Ba The area. The first
wears a mitre to represent Viṣṇu and the third eye on the
forehead to represent ‘Siva. The child-like face and the
feature of the mitre, which is reduced to the top, made
him resemble the Viṣṇu images dated to the 5th century
found from Nhon Thanh site. It could be the earliest of
this type found from Southeast Asia so far (Figure 10).
The second Harihara head was represented as a mature
man, having a half jaṭā-mukuṭa and a half of the third
eye for ‘Siva, and a half mitre for Viṣṇu, which are close
to those of the 7th century Prasat Andet style (Malleret
1959: 409, Pl. LXXXVIIb). It is clear that the worship of
‘Siva in human form was not popular during the 1st mil-
lennium AD.

Figure 10: Head of Harihara, stone, 5th century, sanctuary A4,
Oc Eo site.

The ‘Siva liṅgas are typical representation of ‘Sivaism
in southern Vietnam, and elsewhere in Southeast Asia.
Although evidence of its earliest belief and practice is not
very clear; or if the idea of a Svayambhuvaliṅga - the one
that rose up and came into existence by itself - was
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acknowledged, Southeast Asian people in several places
considered mountains to be holy and even respected as
the symbol of the Supreme God, as the liṅgaparvata in
Champasak and the Nui Chua (Mount Lord) in My Son
(Quang Nam province). Standing out of the flat plain or in
the coastal areas, several mountains could have been con-
sidered as sacred places in the Mekong lower delta, such
as Mount Bay Nui, Mount Sam (Chau Doc) and Mount
Ba The. On the slope or surrounding the foot of these
mountains, vestiges of temples and artefacts are often
unearthed. Mount Ba The, in the complex of the Ba The-
Oc Eo site (An Giang province) probably served as the
sacred mountain of the Oc Eo people (Manguin 2002:
Table 3).

Before the 5th century AD, both ‘Sivaism and
Viṣṇuism were followed by the Oc Eo people, as observed
from the presence of Hindu symbols, incarnations, and
vehicles of the gods (Malleret 1960: Pls. XCVI, XCVIII,
CI, CIX-XI; Le 2005). The presence of a huge stone liṅga
in phallic form found at Go Cay Trom (Oc Eo) and a large
architectural foundation (30x15m) unearthed on this
mound suggests that an important ‘Siva temple existed in
Oc Eo city during the first half of the 1stmillennium AD.
Several other ‘Sivaliṅgas with realistic features have been
found from the mountains of Ba The, Bay Nui, Nui Sam
and one from Vat Chrăk (Rach Gia, Kien Giang prov-
ince). They indicate that Go Cay Trom was not the only
‘Siva temple during this early period (Le 2006a: Table
2.3, No. 1-9).

In connection with the appearance of Viṣṇu and other
Hindu images, the iconography of ‘Siva Mukhaliṅgas
should be taken into account. Among 11 sculptures of
‘Siva Mukhaliṅga found from southern Vietnam, seven
sculptures are dated from the 4th-5th to the 6th -7th centu-
ries, three of which are from Oc Eo-Ba The. The most
noticeable one was found from Oc Eo. ‘Siva was repre-
sented with fleshy rounded face, large and hollowed eyes,
realistic features of ears, nose, lips and chin. The god was
carved on a tripartite type of achalaliṅga which is datable
to the 5th century. The height (0.92m) of this sculpture
indicates that it was the main idol object in a sizable tem-
ple (Figure 11). Two others sculptures found from Oc Eo
and Ba The mound are datable to later dates according to
their iconographical features (Le 2006a: 86-88, 229).

Other types of Sivaliṅgas found indicate various lev-
els and ways of practices of the ‘Sivaist followers. A stele
in form of a simple- liṅga, which was carved with a tri-
dent in the plenty vase, from Canh Den site indicates the
present of the Lakulisa’s followers in the area during the
4th-6th century AD (Le 2006a: Fig. 92; Guy 2014: 161). A
small realistic gold liṅga attached on a bronze recessed
pītha was buried among the consecrated deposit in temple
foundation No. M2 at Da Noi site. A large size liṅga-yoni
of the same type (0.575 m in total height) was unearthed
from Ba The (Le et. al 1995: 365; Le 2006a: H. 133-134)
(Figure 12). They still preserved the natural form of the
rudrabhāga and are datable to the 5th -7th centuries.

Figure 11: Mukhalinga, stone, 5th century, Oc Eo site.

Figure 12: Liṅga-yoni on pītha, stone, 7th century, Oc Eo site.
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The evolution of the liṅga in India, which culminated
in the conventional medieval type, contributed greatly to
the evolution of the liṅga in southern Vietnam, in particu-
lar the tripartite structure type. There are eight notable
liṅgas of this group. Stylistically, they are datable to the
period late 5th -7th centuries. The largest one is found from
Cay He pagoda (Tra Vinh province), which suggests a
large temple existed for the worship of ‘Siva in this area.
The Rudrabhāga of the liṅga found from Go Thap site
was realistically sculptured. The height of this sculpture
(1.46 m) also suggests an important temple was built for
‘Siva god (Le 2006a: Ills. 114-115). Thus the appearance
of sizable sculptures of both ‘Sivaliṅga and Viṣṇu in the
major Oc Eo sites during this period suggests elite support
for the construction of their temples.

In later periods (late 7th – 8th centuries AD), temples
for the worship of more advanced and sizable types of
‘Sivaliṅga, Cat Tien site for example, were still construct-
ed in the highland areas. However, many sites in the low-
er delta of the Mekong River lost their role.

Temple consecrated deposits – Gold plaques as means of
representation of the Hindu pantheon

Hindu beliefs were practiced in several ways and can
be recognized mainly by the presence of typical symbols
in clear archaeological contexts. In the first half of the 1st

millennium AD, it is hard to find sizable sculpture of
Hindu images. However, rich sources of Hindu symbols
and, in several cases, images of god and goddesses have
been found in the consecrated deposits from temple archi-
tectural remains. They suggest the worship of many gods
and goddesses in a crowded pantheon of Hinduism.

The simplest forms of Vishnu’s incarnations and sym-
bols, such as kurma, matsya, varaha, garuda, ‘saṇkha,
cakra are identified on gold plaques from the consecrated
deposits of the brick structures in the Grave Mound area
at the Go Thap site. Symbols of 'Siva and other gods and
goddesses from this site were also represented in the same
way (Figures 13, 16). Belief in a mother goddess was
prominent, as indicated by the symbols of the lotus and
the water vase, which were generally combined with
symbols of ‘Siva or Viṣṇu (Figures 17-18). This site is
assigned to the early period of Hindu art in the area (be-
fore the 5thcentury AD), based on archeological context
and inscriptions (Figures 19-20). More advanced and
complicated representations of Hindu emblems are ob-
served from other sites, such as Da Noi and Cat Tien,
which are datable to the 4th-6th centuries and late 7th - late
8th centuries respectively. It is noteworthy that the content
of inscriptions and images from the Cat Tien temples rep-
resent a fully developed type of a Maṇḍala of the Hindu
world, with the presence of the Dikpālas – the gods of
directions, the gods of the cosmos and many other Hindu
gods and goddesses. The archaeological context of the
site also suggests that Hindu ceremonies accompanying
the construction of an important temple were followed,
but could have been modified greatly (Ślączka 2007: 224-
226, Le, Witzel 2008).

Figure 13: Gold plaque with Varaha image, 1st - 4th centuries,
Go Thap site.

Figure 14: Gold plaque with Varaha image, 4th – 6th centuries,
Da Noi site.
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Figure 15: Gold plaques with liṅga image, 1st - 4th centuries, Go
Thap site.

Figure 16: Gold plaque with Vajara image, 1st - 4th centuries,
Go Thap site.

Figure 17: Gold plaque with Hindu symbols, 1st - 4th centuries,
Go Thap site.

Figure 18: Gold plaque with vase image and letter “ma”, 1st -
4th centuries, Go Thap site.

Figures 19: Gold plaque with inscription, 1st - 4th centuries, Go
Thap site.
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Figures 20: Gold plaque with inscription, 1st - 4th centuries, Go
Thap site.

Figures 21: Gold plaque with inscription, 1st - 4th centuries, Go
Thap site.

Grave goods and burial ceremonies
Although there are several sites that are defined as ceme-
teries, the burial customs of Oc Eo’s populace are still

unclear. The status of the grave owner of the Linh Son 1
grave is not clear from the grave goods.

From Go Thap site, three types of burials are recog-
nized:

1. The first type represented inhumation burial; the
dead were placed in a rectangular pit dug into the virgin
soil. Only one burial (02.GT.H1.M4) of this type was
found and is incomplete and probably disturbed by other
burials. Excepting one marker stone and some pottery
fragments, no special grave goods were found.

2. The second type burials represented several ways of
burying the cremated ashes of the dead person. Most of
the graves were disturbed by each other. In grave
01GT.H1M1, the ashes were contained in a jar and buried
in the funnel-like pits, together with the grave goods and
covered by potsherds and fragments of bricks; in grave
02.GT.H1.M6 the ashes were put on a square brick and
covered by the bottom part of two jars which were insert-
ed to each other. In some cases, the potsherds were scat-
tered in the bottom of the grave with one or two stones in
the middle. Sand and clay was used for coating the wall or
the bottom of the burial pits. Tortoise shells were always
present in these burials (Pham and Le, 2001; Le and Pham
2003).

3. In the third type the skull was buried with the cre-
mated ashes. In one case, the skull and ashes were ar-
ranged in a figure of eight that was bordered by grayish
clay in a rectangular grave pit.

Rather rich assemblages of grave goods have been un-
earthed from types 2 and 3. In ten of 25 identified cremat-
ed burials, stone artefacts are found. They are mainly
fragments of grindstone, pestle and natural stones. In two
cases, the arrangement of the stones is noteworthy. In the
bottom of burial 02GT. M16, potsherds were scattered in
a circle. A stone was laid in the middle. Another whitish
stone was laid on the northern border (Figure 23). In the
second case, a large rock was laid in the middle of a pos-
sible large grave pit (Le et. al. 2005). Breaking the pottery
before scattering them in the grave pit became a fashion.
Among varieties of pottery, fragments of kendi found in
almost all burials and fragments of kundika found in sev-
eral cases. In two burials, half a lead earring was found.
The custom of laying tortoise shells under the burial jar is
observed in almost all cases. 170 small pebbles were un-
earthed from the excavations, many of them from burial
context. The pebbles were well selected for color and
form, including bean-shaped, egg-shaped, oblong with
one end pointed, ellipse, half-moon etc. Some were in-
cised on the surface. A pebble incised with image of a
simple vajra and one another with a Brahmi letter “ma”
were unearthed from a burial context during the 2003
excavation (Le et. al 2005). The possible use of these
pebbles in a Hindu ceremony for the deceased is further
indicated by the discovery of the similar small terracotta
object in triangle cubic form (Figure 22). It is difficult to
fully interpret the burial customs of the people in Go Thap
site. However, data strongly indicates that Hindu funeral
rites were practiced during the first half of the 1st millen-
nium AD.
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Figure 22: Terracotta artefact as grave goods, Go Thap site.

Hindu belief practices among the populace
Archaeological data provides information on various
types of artefacts used in daily life, which may to some
extent reflect popular beliefs in Hinduism. Ornaments are
the most common finds. An analysis of small artefacts,
consisting of ornaments and molds, coins, intaglios, cer-
emonial objects, seals and beads shows that there are at
least 22 types of symbols and images of gods and god-
desses; many of them represent Hindu emblems (Le
2006a: Table 2.4). Collections of molds from Oc Eo and
Nhon Thanh sites indicate that a large number of orna-
ments could be produced to serve local demand. Amulets,
earrings, bangles (mainly made of tin and lead) bearing
the images of conch, makara, ‘Siva trident in a vase, lo-
tuses in the vase, fish, the wheel, Varaha were prevalent.
On the other hand, Nandi bull was preferred for gold rings
(carving on gems or molding) and crystal seals (Malleret
1962: Pl.XV, No, 3067; Pl.XXVII; Le 2006a: Ills. 211-
212).

Tiny liṅgas (chalaliṅgas) are found in various con-
texts. In several temple consecrated deposits, small liṅgas
made of gold, silver, bronze and stone, rock crystal in
particular, are included. Three gold liṅgas of similar size
and tripartite type are found from the consecrated deposit
of Temple 1A at Cat Tien, among several images of the
same gods and goddesses and inscriptions. This could
have been an indication of people belonging to various
statuses, including most probably royal family members
who participated in the ceremonies of temple construc-
tion. The question of who offered the gold plaques to the
consecrated temple depositions is also concerned. Some
gold plaques were incised with inscriptions. Various
Brahmi letters noted the name of the Varaha, Nāga, Var-
una, vajra, padma, triśūla and ‘Seṣa are recognized on
the gold plaques from Go Thap and Da Noi sites or the
name of the Dikpalas from the Cat Tien site. Some in-
scriptions seem to represent the prayers of the people. In
some cases, the pronunciations reflect a dialect other than
Sanskrit (personal communication with Prof. Michael
Witzel in 2007). The letter “ma” was incised on several

pieces with the image of a vase or a goddess (Witzel and
Le 2001: 775-777: Le 2006a: 137; Le, Witzel 2008, Le
2013) (Figure 17).

Small liṅgas made of stone are found from both tem-
ple and settlement contexts. Going back several centuries
to the early Christian era, some groups of people probably
practiced the worship of ‘Siva, even when the colossal
temples were not yet built. This hypothesis is attested by
the present of a small stone liṅga found from Go Cao Su
site (Long An province) having the rounded top and near-
ly square base with scars on the surface (Tran et. al.
1999). The tapered pebble with a rounded end and vertical
grooves on the body found from Nhon Thanh site could
have also been worshiped as a natural ‘Sailajaliṅga (Fig-
ure 5).

The terracotta liṅga unearthed from Oc Eo are note-
worthy (Figure 6). Rao (1916: 78) reported that a liṅga
made of clay gathered from the river banks grants landed
estates, whereas those of uncooked and cooked rice grant
the worshiper plenty of food; one made of jaggery confers
all desired ends. It is hard to identify the organic remains
of these liṅga. In Oc Eo society, in which irrigated rice
played important role, these types of liṅga were most
probably used in Hindu rites. The 16 pottery “liṅgas”
from Giong Noi site represents a phallic appearance. The
inside is hollowed and a hole of about 1cm was pierced in
the top part. The lower bent base might be served as the
basin or yoni. Among large numbers of unearthed arte-
facts, terracotta and stone tortoises, stones in half round,
conical and rectangular cubic shapes were also found
from this site (Tran and Lai 2007: 28-30, Ills. 22-25; Lai,
Phan 2007: 42: Ills. 6, 7). Pieces of tortoise shell incised
with tridents or cut into the ‘Sivaliṅga form unearthed
from the settlement area at Go Thap site can also be inter-
preted as evidence of popular Hindu practices (Le 2005b:
848) (Figure 7). Similar artefacts are found from Oc Eo
site (Malleret 1962: Pl. LXXXV-LXXXVIII). Tortoise
images made of precious stone, cut from or incised on
gold plaques were found from several temple consecrated
deposits, both Hindu and Buddhist. It was believed to be
for the stability of the temple. The same meaning might
have been applied for the rituals in individual houses, in
relation with the ritual of ‘Siva cult.

In addition to the custom of scattering pebbles in the
burials mentioned above, small pebbles unearthed from
the settlement context at Go Thap and Nhon Thanh sites
suggest their function in the specific ceremony. Their
form and sign, suggests the rites that linked the worship
of Hindu gods, ‘Siva in particular, with that of the god-
dess of Fertility or Mother Goddess.

Chipped potsherds are found from many prehistoric
and historical archaeological sites. Coarse or fine ware
pottery was generally chipped into a roughly round shape.
Their function is unclear. At Go Thap site, 92 chipped
potsherds are found from the excavations at the Minh Su
mound site, in both burial and settlement contexts (Le,
Pham 2003; Le et. al. 2005). The form and degree of fin-
ishing of several pieces are noteworthy. Most of them
were carefully chipped and polished to represent the
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round, ovoid, triangle, polygonal shapes. A hole in the
middle of one round piece makes it resemble a coin.
Some pieces were cut into halves, thirds or fourths (Fig-
ure 25). Some pieces in half-ovoid shape represent similar
features to those of tortoise-shell liṅga found from the
same site and thus suggest their function in Hindu cere-
monies.

Figure 23: Burial remains scattered with fragment of pottery
and stone, Go Thap site.

CULTURAL EXCHANGES - NATURE AND THE
ROLE OF MARITIME NETWORKS
The 1st millennium BC and early centuries of the Chris-
tian Era witnessed the blooming of cultural interaction
and trading, which resulted in the development of social
complexity in some Southeast Asian communities. The
development and transfer of Metal Age technologies,
metallurgy in particular, provide various agricultural
groups in Southeast Asia with prosperity and created the
strong base for some groups to play leading roles in trad-
ing networks in later periods. Regional and inter-regional
contacts among Southeast Asian peoples resulted in the
sharing of several cultural elements. Dong Son drums
were favorites for the power, privilege and prosperity of
local chiefdoms, particularly during the 1st century BC -
1st century AD (Imamura 2006: Fig. 6; Bui 2008: Figs.
10-12; Nishimura 2008; Reinecke et. al. 2009: 79-84);
nephrite and glass earrings of Southeast Asian styles are
distributed and manufactured in pan-Asian sites as indica-
tion of early trading centers (Hung & Bellwood 2010).

At larger scales, demands for luxury goods, spices and
forest products from South and Southeast Asia by the
Chinese, Middle East and the Mediterranean world during
the first six centuries AD have been strong motives for
expanding trading networks, in which Indian and South-
east Asian merchants and craftsmen played important
roles (Rajan 2011: 177-196). Chinese, Central Asian and
the Mediterranean material culture are unearthed not only
from the early port sites of Khao Sam Kaeo, Oc Eo, Ari-
kamedu, Hepu etc., but also from further inland sites. Han

Chinese bronze mirrors, bronze bowls, seals and pottery
are unearthed from Binh Yen, Go Dua, Go Cam, Tien
Lanh sites in central Vietnam (Nguyen et. al. 2006:
Fig.21.7; Yamagata 2006). Whereas Mediterranean glass
eye beads from Go Thap site, terracotta figurines and mu-
sical instruments from Nhon Thanh site and two terracotta
figurines in Chinese style also from Go Thap indicate a
closer contact via the river systems with local people and
most probably the presence of a proportion of foreign
population in Southeast Asia and southern Vietnam dur-
ing the first centuries BC and AD (Le 2006b: Fig. 22.10;
Nguyen & Nguyen 1995: 75, Fig. 1, 77: fig. 5).

From the written sources, it is clear that political situa-
tion and policy of economic and religious expansion of
the Chinese, Roman and Indian rulers could make great
impacts on the propagation of religions in Southeast Asia
(Borrel et. al. 2014: 110-112; Ray 2014).The rise of the
mercantile community in India during c. 200BC –
300AD, including the development of the trading and
craft guilds was another important factor in the expanding
of maritime trade (Thapar 1992: 109-115). While the
Chinese and Romans seemed to focus strongly to the de-
velopment of diplomatic trading with each other, the Indi-
an, following the idea of King Asoka, created “peaceful”
cultural interchanges with other counterparts. Thus, as
Himanshu Ray suggested, oral transmission of religious
ideas and practices by priests and pilgrims, traders, wan-
dering story tellers and entertainers should be taken into
account to have a holistic understanding of cultural inter-
action across the maritime world (Ray 2014: 149). In this
perspective, the strong impact of Indian religious practic-
es among coastal groups in early history and their role in
royal courts of rising Southeast Asian powers can be rec-
ognized from archaeological data. New research on tech-
nology, glass and stone beads making in particular, also
led to common agreement that cultural exchanges were
not one way, and did not simply imply Indianization or
Sinicization, but reflect Southeast Asianization and local-
ization (Bellina 2003; Hirano 2008; Bellina and Glover
2004: 68). Ban Don Ta Phet, Phu Khao Thong and Khao
Sam Kaeo in Thailand, Sa Huynh sites in central and sev-
eral Iron Age sites in the coast of southern Vietnam are
among the most important sites for understanding the
nature and the role of maritime networks in Southeast
Asian state formation processes (Glover, Bellina 2011;
Lam 2011; Bui et. al. 2012: 57-110, Bellina 2014).

Interesting ways of idea changes and religious propa-
gation are recognized by the presence of foreign and local
artefacts found from several sites. The carnelian and rock
crystal beads in forms of lions, triratna and gada, seal
with image of conch shell, pottery with triratna sign, dis-
covered from burial and settlement contexts at Ban Don
Ta Phet, Phu Khao Thong, Khao Sam Kaeo (Thailand),
Lai Nghi, Go Cam, Hoa Diem (Vietnam) indicate that
Buddhist and Hindu ideas were widely familiar (Lam
2011: Fig. 1.2; Glover, Bellina 2011: Fig. 2.15; Nguyen
et. al. 2005: Fig. 21.15) (Figure 24). At the same time,
beliefs about fertility and reproduction were realistically
represented in the Metal Age, such as terracotta phalluses
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and pots with nipples from Long Thanh (Quang Ngai) and
Hoa Diem (Khanh Hoa) (Figures 25-27).More developed
types of rock crystal liṅgas from Vinh Yen site (Khanh
Hoa) and pottery liṅgas from Giong Noi site indicate the
possible combination of local and new coming ideas in
ritual practices among these coastal people during the last
centuries of the 1st millennium BC and the early Christian
Era (Tran et. al. 2012: Bv. 27, Ba. 14).

Figure 24: Beads in form of gada, Hoa Diem site.

Figure 25: Chipped potsherds, Go Thap site.

Figure 26: Vase with nipple motif, Hoa Diem site (central Vi-
etnam).

The result of a long history of maritime contacts and
trading were good opportunities for native inhabitants to
adopt new knowledge, techniques and technologies.
Meanwhile, demand for goods and raw materials, foods
and other products resulted in the prosperity of local
economies.

The “coastal polities” in southern Vietnam, as well in
Southeast Asia were thus formed on the basis of cultural,
social and commercial development, especially maritime
trading and cultural interaction, which were reinforced by
the ability of social organization influenced mainly from
the idea and religious model of Indian civilization. Funan
and Linyi were the first ones that have been testified by
both archaeology and chronicles.

Figure 27: Phallic, terracotta, Long Thanh site (central Vi-
etnam).

The context of the first penetration of Hindu beliefs in
southern Vietnam was mainly through contact between
coastal people and long-distance trading groups during
the last centuries BC (in Can Gio area for example). From
the coast, trading activities and cultural ideas most proba-
bly followed river systems, such as the Mekong, the Vam
Co and the Dong Nai, to penetrate inland areas, such as
the Long Xuyen quadrangular area (attested by Oc Eo,
Nen Chua, and Nhon Thanh sites), the sand dunes be-
tween the rivers (Giong Noi site), the Dong Thap Muoi
area (Go Thap site and Go Hang site), and the old alluvial
terraced areas (Go Cao Su site) and further to southern
Cambodia. According to comparative studies of unearthed
artefacts, this process likely occurred during the last cen-
turies BC and the first centuries AD, as attested by the
archaic form of Hindu symbols, the ‘Siva trident for ex-
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ample, and the early type of Brahmi letters (Le 2006a:
Ills. 225-227).

The period from the 2nd - 3rd centuries to the 5th centu-
ry AD witnessed a flourishing of trade activities, cultural
interactions, and social development all over the lower
Mekong river delta (including southern Vietnam and
southern Cambodia), with the larger scale and number of
sites and nature of unearthed artefacts. It is noteworthy
that cultural influences from various areas of India can be
identified. Contacts with Northwest India during the
Kushana period are attested by the presence of a small
Buddha head from Oc Eo and the beads from Go Hang
(Malleret 1960: Pl. LXXXIV, 2; Bui et. al. 2001: 291,
figs. 47, 49). Vestiges of Pallava and Gupta influence in
art, religion, and inscriptions are among the most im-
portant evidence of cultural interaction during this period.
The Pallava and the Gupta cultures clearly made great
contributions to the development of major centers, in
terms of economy, culture, and religion, and even politics
in some cases, such as Oc Eo, Nen Chua, Da Noi, Nhon
Thanh, and Go Thap. This was also a period of imitation
followed by the formation of local art forms, as discussed
above.

During the 6th- 7thcenturies, in addition to the localiza-
tion of arts that represent regional characteristics, practic-
es in religious ceremonies followed Indian texts but were
probably modified as demonstrated by the consecrated
deposits and architectural remains of temples distributed
throughout the area. The same tendency occurred during
the following period from the 8th to about the 10thcentury,
although art and architecture declined and are not repre-
sented in great volume.

The decline of Oc Eo culture and the collapse of Fu-
nan in the late 7th century, the shifting of maritime trade
routes, temporary changes of the sea levels, and the for-
mation of sand dunes along the rivers that blocked some
areas might have created difficulties for direct and regular
contacts with the outside world. Although religious prac-
tices continued, represented mainly by the development of
several styles of art and architectures, simultaneous influ-
ences from Indian art and architecture are not seen obvi-
ously. New departures in styles of art and architecture can
be observed, with the major sites shifting to northern
Cambodia during the Chenla period (Briggs1951: 69-80).

CONCLUSION
Following the footsteps of traders and priests, Hinduism
and other religions penetrated what is today southern Vi-
etnam at a very early time via pre-existing maritime net-
work. Brahmanical, the ‘Siva-Rudra and fertility cult in
particular, were practiced by some groups in combination
with local beliefs by the first centuries BC and AD. Fol-
lowing the development history of Indian religions and
art, waves of cultural contacts and trading with various
parts of the Indian sub-continent brought new ideas,
knowledge and possibly skilled craftsmen to various parts
of Southeast Asia, among which, southern Vietnam was
the best place for settling. Indian Hindu theory its iconic
canon contributed to the emerging of religious art and

architecture in southern Vietnam, which were initiated in
simple forms from the first half of the 1stmillennium AD
and developed local standardized styles during the 5th –
7th centuries AD. Hindu beliefs were presented in various
practices and ceremonies conducted by both the ruling
class and the ordinary populace. The followers of ‘Sai-
vism, Viṣṇuism, as well as Buddhism and probably others
were co-living and providing patronage to religious
events, particularly in trading centers and cities. The rul-
ers might choose one or more specific gods and goddesses
for their own during the devotional movement from the
beginning of the 5th century AD. This working hypothesis
should be developed further by studying the written re-
source from the tiny artefacts, gold plaques found from
temple consecrated deposits in particular. In that sense,
evidence of Hinduism in southern Vietnam provides in-
teresting information for the study of art, architecture,
society, economy and politics of this area, as well as his-
torical development and cultural exchanges and interac-
tions among the maritime cultures and civilization of Asia
and other parts of the world.
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